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Stellar earnings results from Corporate Australia
Corporate Profit Reporting Season (final figures)
 Each ‘earnings season’ or ‘profit-reporting season’ CommSec tracks all the earnings results of ASX 200
companies to obtain a comprehensive picture of the aggregate health of Corporate Australia.
 It has been a very good earnings season. Remarkably all but 8 of the 142 companies produced a
profit for the six months to December. That is, around 94 per cent of companies made money.
Excluding BHP Billiton, aggregate profits lifted by 37 per cent.
 Overall, 88 per cent of half-year reporting companies elected to pay a dividend.
 Cash levels rose. For all ASX 200 companies reporting interim or full-year results, cash levels rose
by 11 per cent to over $110 billion.

The Profit Reporting Season


Every six months CommSec tracks the earnings of Australia’s largest listed companies. Some analysts track
whether companies have met broker expectations. That tells you little about the financial performance of
companies. And unfortunately only a few brokers are surveyed. Also broker expectations have proved too
pessimistic in recent times. Other analysts just track the earnings of those companies they ‘cover’ – the
companies they have detailed information on. CommSec includes all ASX 200 companies in its macro (big
picture) assessment of the reporting season.



In short, the earnings season has been good. Very good. Only eight companies from the ASX 200 have produced
a statutory loss for the six months to December. Recently many were surprised by survey results that showed that
business conditions are the best in nine years. The earnings results confirm that Corporate Australia is in good
shape.



There have been two key positive influences:
 Commodity prices (especially iron ore, coal and oil) have risen contrary to expectations.
 The record-breaking home building boom has lifted a lot of boats.
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Add in the fact that the Aussie dollar hovered in the 70s against the greenback, down from the higher levels in
previous years. The lower Aussie has assisted companies with significant offshore operations.



The main negative was the caution caused by the UK Brexit vote, Australian Federal Election and US Presidential
Election. This influence dominated mid-year and was reflected in softer employment and slower business and
consumer spending. But as shown by some of the recent economic indicators, positive momentum returned late
in 2016 and in early 2017.

The Details: Half-year earnings


CommSec has analysed all results from ASX 200 companies. Traditionally brokers or analysts focus on smaller
subsets of results. And some merely focus on just whether companies have met or fallen short of “market
expectations”.



Overall, 142 companies from the S&P/ASX 200 reported profits for the six months to December. Including all
companies, profits rose 123 per cent over the year to $28.8 billion. But a significant boost is imparted into the
results from BHP Billiton. The mining heavyweight swung from a loss of US$5.7 billion to a profit of US$3.45
billion. To include BHP Billiton in the aggregate results would present an incorrect picture of the earnings season.



Some of the key results:
 Excluding BHP Billiton, aggregate profits rose by 36 per cent to $25.3 billion.
 Average earnings per share rose by 19 per cent (ex BHP Billion, up 15 per cent).
 Aggregate sales were up by 5 per cent over the year; aggregate costs/expenses fell by 2 per cent.
 All but 8 companies recorded a profit for the year to June: that is, 94 per cent of companies recorded a
profit.
 69 per cent of companies increased profit over the year; above the long-term average near 60 per cent.
 Aggregate cash holdings rose by 12 per cent on June levels to $83 billion.
 Adding in the 28 companies reporting full-year earnings, cash levels were up by 11 per cent on end
June levels to $110 billion.
 Aggregate dividends rose by 6.7 per cent over the year.
 88 per cent of companies (125 of 142 companies) paid a dividend.
 Of companies paying a dividend, 67.5 per cent lifted dividends; almost 14 per cent maintained
dividends; and almost 19 per cent of companies cut dividends.



Looking across the industry sectors the stand-out best performers were Steel, Diversified Metal & Mining, Gold
and Diversified REITS. Worst sectors include Broadcasting and Asset Management (active fund managers).
Clearly the mining sectors have been boosted by higher commodity prices, especially iron ore and coal. And
media companies continue to be challenged by global competition, technology and the vagaries of consumer
preferences on where they get news and entertainment.



While it is clear that balance sheets across Corporate Australia are in strong shape, with profits up and cash
holdings at high levels, there is no consensus about what to do next. Some companies are focussed on cutting
debt, some remain determined to pay solid dividends; some have announced share buy-backs and others are
focussed on just keeping balance sheets strong.



And that’s as it should be. Each company needs to be determined to do what is best for its shareholders rather
than being swept up in following broad themes. Share buy-backs haven’t dominated, and encouragingly
companies also haven’t just blindly lifted dividends. Fortescue stated its preference in paying down debt while at
the same time lifting dividends. QBE announced a share buy-back. BHP-Billiton is weighing its options, saying it
could lift dividends and offer buybacks if metal prices remain high. Wesfarmers will be further cashed up –
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perhaps by another $4 billion- if planned sales of coal assets and the Officeworks operation are successful.


Solid results over the earnings season included those by BHP-Billiton, Fortescue, Treasury Wine Estates, Nick
Scali, Lend Lease and Cochlear. Investors signified disappointment with results from companies including Telstra,
Brambles, Japara Healthcare and Worley Parsons.

The Details: Full-year earnings results


CommSec has tracked 28 companies from the ASX200 that reported earnings for the year to December. All but
three reported a profit. That is, 89.3 per cent of companies reported a profit.



The proportion of profit lifters was smaller: 60.7 per cent lifted profit with 39.3 per cent lowering profit.



Cash levels rose 8 per cent from June 2016 to December 2016 to $26.8 billion.



Almost 93 per cent of companies (26 of 28 companies) paid a dividend.



Of companies paying a dividend, 69.2 per cent lifted dividends; 15.4 per cent maintained dividends; and 15.4 per
cent cut dividends.

What are the implications for interest rates and investors?


Before the earnings season, the Aussie sharemarket could be considered slightly overvalued with an historic
price-earnings ratio sitting near 17, above the longer-term average of 15.7. But the latest earnings results justify
the recent gains in the sharemarket. And with the economy gaining momentum in recent months, share prices
have scope to track profits higher – particularly in light of the super-low interest rate environment.



We see no need to change our long-held forecasts. We currently expect the All Ordinaries to be between 5,7005,900 points by mid-2017 (ASX 200 probably 50 points lower) with the index lifting to 5,850-6,100 by end-2017.



Global sharemarkets have lifted markedly since the US Presidential Election on the hope that the new President
will cut taxes and increase spending on infrastructure. The hope still exists, but investors are still waiting on the
plans being fleshed out. The US Federal Reserve is also expected to lift interest rates over 2017. Investors are
closely watching the compliance by OPEC oil countries with production cuts. And there are a number of European
elections to watch in coming months, in particular the Dutch election in March and French Presidential election in
April.



So clearly the sharemarket will face some potential hurdles. And the risks are reasonably evenly balanced. The
good news is that balance sheets across Corporate Australia are in good shape. While some companies have
continued to pay out dividends, others have also been keen to pay down debt levels, to reduce risk and provide
some flexibility to respond to opportunities in 2017. There is no longer the single-mindedness to pay a dividend.



Indeed companies have decisions to make. Cash levels are near the highest in the 14 earnings seasons we have
covered. Australia’s biggest companies have access to around $110 billion.



Apart from the geopolitical uncertainties, a number of the mining producers still believe that commodity prices may
ease over 2017 – especially iron ore and coal. And at home, the $64 question is how will the east coast home
building boom end? Clearly now is not the time for complacency.



But merger and acquisition opportunities may present over the coming year. If global risks recede and global
economies continue to improve then Australian companies are well placed to act on opportunities rather than
relying on organic growth, especially in mature industries.
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